Online food ordering platforms have changed how many of us purchase takeaway food. They have centralised and streamlined access, providing an opportunity for population-level dietary impact. However, they are currently not human-centred: typically providing limited functionality in support of users’ values and dietary considerations; and focused on the provision of food that is broadly characterised as unhealthy. In this paper we explore a redesign of portions of Just Eat, an online takeaway food aggregator, building upon theoretical perspectives from public health. We conducted workshops in 2018 and 2019 to identify user behaviours and motivations then designed a human-centric web augmentation template that could disrupt platform provider behaviours and increase functionality to support users’ desires and well-being. We provide a template for lightweight end-user appropriations of food ordering platforms that would enable researchers to explore how health information features could improve individual health and satisfaction, and design guidance for disruptively augmenting existing food ordering platforms (or designing new ones) to enable transparency, personalisation, and self-monitoring to empower users and improve their well-being.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The UK is a nation of hot fast food takeaway lovers. The home delivery and takeaway market was valued at £7.9 billion in 2017 (Passport, 2018). Meals from independent traders often provide portions that are excessively large (Jaworowska et al., 2014), and have been linked to significant public health implications including greater body mass index and greater odds of obesity (Burgoine et al., 2014). Online food ordering platforms have grown rapidly in the past decade, with many chain restaurants developing their own websites and apps, such as Domino’s and Pizza Hut, as well as aggregator websites such as Just Eat and Grubhub which provide users with the ability to order from a wide (predominately independent) variety of local takeaway food outlets. There has been further adoption of online food ordering platforms as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic (when takeaway food has been the only trading option for restaurants), e.g. 8-9% UK growth in first two months (Shakespeare, 2020) with similar growth worldwide (Watanabe, Omori and others, 2020; McCabe and Erdem, 2021). Just Eat, Uber Eats, Deliveroo, Grubhub, and Doordash each have millions of users, but there is currently little research that describes their role in informing our dietary choices. To date, interventions that aim to support healthier choices have been targeted at activities and practices within the food outlet (Hillier-Brown et al., 2017) and often focused on calorie labelling (Bleich et al., 2017). These interventions are particularly challenging to implement, resource intensive, and require the compliance and engagement with the outlet owner and/or manager (Goffe et al., 2018). Due to the growing number of active users of online food ordering platforms, there is potential for population-level diet (Public Health England, 2020) and subsequent health impact. These platforms are innately user-friendly (Parker, Van Alstyne and
Choudary, 2016). However this ‘use’ relates to enabling users to easily select and purchase takeaway food. From a human-centred design perspective, where consideration is given to how well these platforms support well-being and human flourishing (Buchanan, 2001), these platforms are lacking. Thus, there is an opportunity to go beyond consideration of usability (with narrow definitions of ‘use’) to investigate how food ordering platforms can better support well-being-related factors that influence our food choice, such as health, weight control, natural content, and ethical considerations (Scheibehenne, Miesler and Todd, 2007). A YouGov survey found that 28% of Britons who increased their takeaway usage during the pandemic are still motivated by healthy menu options and freshness of ingredients; the pandemic has not lessened the importance of supporting healthy takeaway selection.

Responding to this disconnect between user-friendly and human-centred concerns, we conducted a sequence of design research activities in 2018 and 2019 to investigate how individual goals for food ordering, including the facilitation of users’ informed decision-making regarding healthy lifestyle choices, can be better supported. In framing these activities, we foregrounded health in an a priori manner, with the emergent views and findings on how to shape food ordering platforms grounded in our participants’ experiences. This research had three linked objectives. The first was to understand users’ processes and experiences of food ordering, which we explored using an interactive workshop in which participants detailed their thoughts, feelings, and actions during food ordering and the role of nutritional information in this process. The second objective was to co-design proposals for idealised and human-centred food ordering services, which we explored in a separate workshop where participants drew upon personal experiences through supported ideation. Our third objective was to produce a technologically feasible design that embodied the idealised feature sets imagined by our participants and researchers. To pursue this third objective, we used an agile UX framework to produce a human-centred web augmentation template for the disruption of the Just Eat platform.

Our work provides an accessible illustration of how online food ordering platforms could improve their structure to support healthier choices and other human-centred considerations by providing better tools to assess food healthiness and outlet hygiene at the point of food outlet selection. We offer a design provocation in the form of a web augmentation template for how an existing platform could support users’ values and signpost them to healthier options. Furthermore, we illustrate how the proposed augmentations could impact users’ task flow. In doing so, we identify fundamental design aspects of platform design, stemming from opacity. In conclusion, we provide three design features that designers, researchers, and advocates for human-centred design can apply to other e-commerce sites to empower users and provide them with increased control over their platform use.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Takeaway Food and Health

More than a fifth of UK residents order a takeaway meal at least once per week, with peak consumption in those aged 19–29 years old (Adams et al., 2015). Frequent takeaway consumption is linked to an increased mean daily energy intake (Goffe et al., 2017) and it has been hypothesised that takeaway food’s high energy density can override our appetite control systems and trigger over-consumption (Prentice and Jebb, 2003). To date, observational studies have focused on the geographical pattern of takeaways (Fraser et al., 2010), where there is a positive association between takeaway outlet density and increasing level of area deprivation (Public Health England, 2018). This has led some to conclude that ‘the frequency and types of takeaway foods consumed by socio-economically disadvantaged groups may contribute to inequalities in overweight or obesity and to chronic disease’ (Miura, Giskes and Turrell, 2012). The Internet has created the ideal landscape for digital platforms to flourish and become the dominant business model, where the value is in the network of producers and consumers (Parker, Van Alstyne and Choudary, 2016). The COVID-19 pandemic has further mediated the mass transition to digital technologies, inclusive of food, both groceries (Grashuis, Skevas and Segovia, 2020) and hot fast food takeaways (Bradshaw, 2021).

2.2 Just Eat

Among takeaway platforms in the UK, Just Eat has the highest number of customers and takeaway outlets. It provides a website enabling users to order from thousands of (primarily independent) hot fast food takeaway outlets across the country. In 2018, in the UK they processed 122.8 million orders from 12.2 million active users (a respective 17.0% and 16.2% increase from 2017) (Just Eat plc, 2019d). It is not known if such platforms are increasing our consumption of takeaway food, or simply providing an alternative method of ordering. What is known, from their annual accounts (Just Eat plc, 2019d), is that Just Eat is hugely popular as it eases access to takeaway food and for many is likely to be the primary means to acquire such food.

As a public limited company, Just Eat is motivated to maximise profits. The majority of its revenue is generated from a commission of 14% plus tax charged to each food outlet on every order
processed (Just Eat plc, 2020). Therefore, increasing orders from all outlets is their priority, and issues relating to the public’s health do not factor unless there is negative media reporting that has the potential to impact on their revenue. The prominence of media reporting suggests that the results of an independent food safety inspection would be of interest to users to assure them that the food they are purchasing is safe to eat, but Just Eat does not present this information prominently to users. Furthermore, an investigation by the BBC found that Just Eat were routinely listing without warning takeaways that had received a food safety score of zero (Crawford, 2018), which means that urgent improvement is necessary to prevent a risk to public health (Food Standards Agency, 2018). Just Eat announced in July 2019 that it would display the hygiene rating for all businesses listed on its platform (Anon, 2019), however, this is not offered at the point of takeaway outlet selection and requires prior knowledge by the user to locate the rating. This highlights the conflict between Just Eat’s stated desire to ‘give our customers an amazing experience’ (Just Eat plc, 2019c) and the primacy of their profit motive (Just Eat plc, 2019a).

Just Eat presents an appearance of impartiality and places the emphasis on their users’ reviews to determine outlet quality. They have carefully balanced the appearance and functionality of the platform with regards to both takeaway owners and consumers, where the primary outcome of interest is profit. As the end users are largely unaware of these design constraints, there is minimal advocacy for improved functionality and general contentment with what the service provides. To avoid loss of profit, platform development would likely focus on features related to usability such as ease of purchasing and neglect validated measures that are critical of specific takeaway outlets.

As independent researchers absent of responsibility to provide profit to Just Eat shareholders, we can take a human-centred approach to this sociotechnical design challenge of going beyond the user friendliness of the takeaway transaction to support human well-being. We view the popularity of online food ordering platforms as an opportunity to identify how platforms might support healthy food choices as for many they may become their primary means to access a hot meal.

2.3 Web Augmentation for Design After Design

The desire to use products in ways that have not been anticipated can be explored through the practice of Adversarial Design (DiSalvo, 2012), whereby design processes are used to challenge the status quo. Storni identified the idea of ‘empowerment-in-use’, which advocates ‘design after design’, an application of traditional design techniques to the problem of how users might appropriate their existing technology to different uses that might not have been foreseen by the designers (Storni, 2014). Applying this philosophy, we can consider that a digital platform is simply a product that, like any other, a user might wish to adapt to better suit their needs. When considering how a product might be adapted, it is important to consider the ‘seams’—those exposed areas that the user is free to change (Maccoll and Chalmers, 2003). Technology providers often remove seams, reducing the possibility of design after design—ensuring users behave more uniformly, often to limit maintenance costs. Examples of removing seams include manufacturers such as Apple or Samsung making it difficult for users to open their own phones (e.g., to replace batteries), Facebook removing RSS feeds, or Twitter closing its APIs.

When a website is viewed, the loaded web page then exists on the user’s local device within the web browser at the point of interaction—creating a seam that cannot be removed and where the service provider’s power to influence the user’s interaction is reduced. This opportunity is exploited by the mechanism of web augmentation (Díaz, 2012; Díaz, Arellano and Azanza, 2013; Díaz et al., 2014; Díaz and Arellano, 2015), in which a user’s experience is modified using a browser extension or plugin to manipulate the loaded web page in order to remove, add, or modify elements of the page before the user interacts with it. Well-known examples are ad-blockers that remove unwanted banners, advertisements, or pop-ups from pages. In research, web augmentation has been used to stop clickbait (Chakraborty et al., 2016), filter explicit words (Suliman and Mammi, 2017), dispute fake news (Ennals, Trushkovsky and Agosta, 2010), and to combat addiction (Pyskin et al., 2016).

Given the evidence linking exposure and consumption of takeaway food and the rapid growth of online food ordering platforms, Just Eat provides an ideal context to design web augmentations that make a platform more human-centred and support users in making choices that align to their personal values and dietary requirements.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

Our research consisted of three sequential stages involving design activities to explore current experiences of—and design possibilities for—takeaway food ordering with consumers of such food. Stage one sought to understand participants’ experiences of food ordering through a workshop. Stage two sought to generate novel, human-centred design proposals for food ordering services through a co-design workshop. Stage three synthesised findings from stages one and two into a design consisting of proposals for the web augmentation of
Just Eat to empower its users, subject to the known capabilities and limitations of web augmentation. Hence, the findings from stages 1 and 2 are summarised alongside their descriptions below. Ethical approval for this study was provided by Newcastle University ethics committee (Reference: 5377/2018). All participants gave written informed consent to take part in the study.

3.1 Stage 1 (S1): Experiences of Ordering Takeaway Food

3.1.1. S1 Setting and Participants

We ran a 90-minute workshop in a Newcastle University (NU) catering outlet that was accessible to the general public, thereby immersing participants in the subject matter. Our objective was to understand and detail participants’ experience and processes of ordering takeaway food. We recruited 17 participants through promotional material placed in University catering outlets and academic mailing lists. This was an appropriate target audience as young adults aged 19-29 are the most frequent consumers of takeaway food (Adams et al., 2015). Participants included: six nutrition researchers, four HCI researchers, and seven regular users of University catering services (staff and students from unrelated fields). Participants were split into four groups and guided through the workshop by five facilitators—two of the authors and three user-experience (UX) design students. All participants were given a £20 online shopping voucher.

3.1.2. S1 Activities

The workshop comprised three key activities designed to deconstruct and describe the processes and experiences of food ordering. In the first activity (30 minutes), the participants recounted to their group members a personal recent experience of ordering food in either a restaurant, café, or takeaway. They were asked to consider the various steps in that journey, including what they were thinking before and when they received the food. Each group selected one experience and created a chronological user journey map (Tomitsch et al., 2018) where they detailed each step with regards to what they were thinking, feeling, and doing. For the second activity (15 minutes), we investigated the influence of nutritional information upon participants’ meal choices. Participants were asked to select and explain their most and least preferred meal from a selection of three based on an image of the food and a brief description. Following their choice, participants were presented with the following nutritional information for each meal: energy (kcal), protein (g), fat (g), and carbohydrates (g). They were then asked if they would like to revise their first choice and, if so, to state their reason for changing. In the final activity (30 minutes), each group returned to their journey map and detailed at what stage the provision of specific pieces of information, such as ingredients, nutrition, allergens, price, and food outlet reputation, would be of use during the food ordering process.

3.1.3. S1 Findings

The user journey maps included a range of emotions about ordering takeaway food. Many participants considered that takeaway food was broadly a ‘treat’, and that taste, as opposed to health, was their primary consideration. However, after having eaten takeaway food, they also expressed feelings of regret and a desire for nutritional information to inform their choice. Some participants changed their meal choice to one they perceived as healthier upon provision of calories and other nutritional measures.

The user journey maps consisted of three phases: pre-order outlet decision, order, and post-order reflection. The pre-order phase consisted of feelings of hunger, or those that were a direct result of their hunger, for example ‘hangry’ [hunger-angry]. This triggered thoughts related to the logistical issues of identifying a suitable food outlet for the individual or party who want to eat. The order phase was the point of direct engagement with the selected food outlet. This was associated with feelings that included confusion, relief, excitement, and impatience. In the post-order phase, participants considered if they were satisfied with their food and outlet choice. Here they listed feelings related to satisfaction, but also reflective emotions such as regret. Provision of nutritional information motivated four of the 17 participants subsequently changed their meal choice to one they considered healthier. Other participants had their choice affirmed as the nutritional information corroborated their a priori nutritional knowledge. As with the user journey maps, the desired point of information provision was split between the three respective phases. During pre-order, users wanted information on the type of cuisine, dietary requirements, rating and reviews, cost, and opening hours. At the point of ordering, users wanted information regarding the cost of specific dishes, distance to outlet, outlet access, ingredients, meal choice of other individuals in their party, and delivery time. Upon meal reflection, users stated a desire for nutritional information.

The ordering, particularly of takeaway food, was instinctive and driven by hunger and a craving for a particular type of food. Environmental factors, including the social setting, were key determinants of what was ordered. Most participants positioned such food as a treat, inferring infrequent consumption, thus placing greater weight on their enjoyment of such food over health considerations.

Health was not a consideration in the pre-order phase. However, during the post-order phase, once participants had had the chance to reflect, some reported feelings of regret and resentment over their food choices. Broadly, the healthiness of the food
was not considered when purchasing takeaway food. Some participants reassessed their choices when forced to consider specific nutritional information within a controlled setting, opting for a healthier choice as judged by their interpretation of the presented information, suggesting such information is desirable to inform their meal choice.

3.2 Stage 2 (S2): Novel Design Proposals for Online Food Services

3.2.1. S2 Setting and Participants
A second workshop (two hours) was conducted close to a University catering outlet used by participants. The objective of this workshop was to develop idealised, human-centred design concepts for takeaway food ordering. We recruited 16 participants, including eight participants from S1, with additional recruitment through promotional material placed in University catering outlets and academic mailing lists. As with S1, participants were deemed to be an appropriate target audience (Adams et al., 2015) and consisted of: six nutrition researchers, seven HCI researchers, and three regular users of University catering services (staff and students from unrelated fields). Participants were split into four equal groups and subsequently merged into two groups for the final activity and guided through the workshop by three facilitators. A £20 online shopping voucher was offered in recognition of participation.

3.2.2. S2 Activities
This workshop consisted of three phases. Firstly (30 minutes), a critique of a current takeaway food service. Participants were provided with a £5 meal voucher for a NU food outlet and asked to purchase a meal that they considered healthy, but otherwise had autonomy regarding their choice. To initiate critical thinking, we asked them what they bought, why, and how they made that choice. Additionally, we asked them to mentally note what information they looked or asked for, found, or felt was missing. Within their groups, they ate their food together and discussed and detailed the positive (‘gains’) and negative (‘pains’) aspects of their ordering experience. Having drawn attention to factors that influence food choice, we moved to the second phase (30 minutes) of supported ideation where each group generated a series of novel food ordering service ideas based on ideation cards which covered the topics: who is this idea for; what is the scenario of use; what food service is being used; what are the user’s requirements; and a free-choice ‘wildcard’ (which included futuristic/fictional technologies such as robots, A.I. or teleportation). In the final phase (50 minutes), the four groups were combined into two equal groups of eight. Here, participants filtered, refined, and combined ideas into one conceptual idealised service, per group, for potential implementation.

3.2.3. S2 Findings
An emergent theme from the ideated food ordering services was the ability of the user to easily identify food that matches one’s personal values and dietary preferences. Such ideas were predicated on the availability of data such as ingredients, nutritional information, and allergens. Building upon this, tools that would enable users to monitor and regulate consumption were desirable. Other ideas expressed and developed related to strong feelings regarding the social aspect of food and communal dining.

Clustering into themes the positive and negative aspects of their food ordering experience revealed that participants liked: the availability of made-to-order food; deli customisation; quick and convenient service; availability of healthy options; friendly staff; good value food; and environmentally conscious operation. Limitations of the food outlet were: limited ingredient and nutrition information; poor outlet layout; long time to pay; potential for cross-contamination of deli options; poor complete meal deals; and restricted cuisine diversity.

The groups produced 16 novel service ideas, including preferred service options for: a robot meal delivery service; the monitoring of body functioning in relation to food and outlet experience; an exercise-consumption calorie trading platform; a teleportation service linked to smartphone location; a ‘loyalty-carb’ tracker to support those on a carbohydrate-restricted diet; a vegan, nutritionally-controlled portions buffet; and an app to support communal dining that accounted for each user’s nutritional requirements.

For implementation, one group proposed a model for food ordering similar to the social fitness platform, Strava (Strava, 2021). The main currency would be calories and these would link to their personal level of physical activity. Users would be able to purchase meals and gain credit through the volume of exercise in which they had engaged. The social aspect would allow users to share their exercise statistics and where they had purchased their meals to create a resource of food outlets where meals could be purchased that are conducive for endurance activities. The other group presented a platform to support facilitation of social dining. It would help users to identify and coordinate a suitable food outlet where they could meet and purchase food aligned to their specific dietary preferences with their friends. It would also aim to reduce social isolation through helping users to find a ‘lunch buddy’ to meet for a meal.

The provision of information was critical to help support participants in relation to their food choices. They liked to know if food aligned to their personal values and dietary requirements. Takeaway food eating was greater than the simple act of satiating hunger. The social experience was viewed as highly
valuable, where mealtime provides an opportunity to engage with others in a non-formal setting (Dunbar, 2017). Diversity of cuisine and food component options was seen as a benefit, but participants wanted to be appropriately sign-posted through the ordering process. There was a desire for services to provide a personalised and tailored ordering experience aligned to users’ ideals, built on an increased provision of information on food options. The social concepts showed the increased value that participants place upon recommendations from those within their own networks. The novel platform ideas offered the potential to establish dietary goals. With these proposed features users could track, recall, and report dietary habits, with the potential to reward health-promoting activities. Additionally, the social aspects of the platform could provide peer support for users to achieve dietary goals, for example identifying suitable food outlets that adhere to an individual’s dietary preferences.

3.3 Stage 3 (S3): Designing an Augmented Just Eat to Empower Users

3.3.1. S3 Setting and Participants

In our third stage, our objective was to design a human-centred web augmentation template that would incorporate those appropriate and applicable findings from S1 and S2. Where participants stated a desire for functionality that would easily enable them to identify food that matched their personal values and dietary preferences as well as monitor and regulate consumption. We wanted to identify modifications with the potential to support improved well-being of Just Eat users. To this end, a design sprint was conducted over a week (5 hours a day) with a group of five UX experts and practitioners on campus at NU. The sprint was an iterative process based on the agile UX framework (Chamberlain, Sharp and Maiden, 2006), delivered by a team of one postgraduate and four undergraduate UX students from Purdue University, with experience of UX methods and qualitative research methods, and was supported by design and public health academics from Open Lab (NU) and Purdue University.

3.3.2. S3 Activities

The design sprint was divided into four definitive phases to capture the design elements currently absent on Just Eat that could be implemented through web augmentation tools to create a more human-centred platform. Firstly, a review of the internal reporting, findings, and workshop illustrations from S1 and S2 was carried out by the design researchers. Details about the workshops conducted and insights were leveraged by the design sprint members to ideate. Secondly, the design researchers delivered an affinity analysis (Hartson and Pyla, 2012) of ‘customer reviews’ and ratings from existing online food ordering platforms: Just Eat, Deliveroo, Uber Eats (all UK-based), and Grubhub and Doordash (US-based), as well as their Google Play Store app listings; to get access to user complaints and needs. The affinity analysis of ‘negative’ experiences shared through the comments resulted in broad themes such as: 1) late delivery; 2) incorrect information; 3) packaging problems; 4) requests to present hygiene ratings on the website; 5) staff’s disrespectful attitudes; and 6) Complaints about Payment Options. This provided user insight and identification of a range of problems and needs at both the outlet- and platform-level, and we used these insights to create a user journey map (Tomitsch et al., 2018) as shown in grey in Figure 1, to detail the existing task flow for Just Eat users. The third phase was the ideation and subsequent wireframing of web-augmentable human-centred concepts applicable to the Just Eat platform (as seen in red in Figure 1). The final phase consisted of modelling the potential impact of our proposed new features on users’ task flow on Just Eat by plotting concepts on to the user journey map and running user scenarios.

3.3.3. S3 Findings: Web Augmentations of Just Eat

The S1 and S2 findings recognised users’ diverse needs and requirements for online food ordering platforms. Whilst the novel ideas generated in S2 had specific functionality (though not all were applicable to web augmentation of Just Eat), they were all predicated on an increased availability of information on both the outlet and their food offering. Based upon this, the design sprint members developed their ideas using the existing nutritional information requirements and considered the different stages at which that information might be expected by the user. This information was paramount to allow for an ordering experience tailored to the user to help them select food items that were aligned to their personal values and dietary preferences. This human-centred approach, whilst not restricting choice, would support easier identification of healthier food. The affinity analysis revealed that, in terms of features, generic components included: location, delivery time, delivery updates, door delivery, pick-up service, and menu item listings.

For specific dietary considerations (e.g., allergens), this information was the responsibility of the food outlet and users were directed to contact the outlet directly. The user reviews on the food ordering platforms were food outlet specific. While this provided an understanding with the main themes that users liked or found frustrating about ordering food—for example timely delivery, poor customer service, and packaging problems—they provided little critical insight as to the functioning of the service offered by these platforms. Data aligned to our design goals was found in Google’s Play Store. This highlighted users’ frustration regarding lack of...
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information from the platform on a food outlet’s hygiene, ingredient and allergen information, and payment problems. The current users’ journey map on the Just Eat platform is illustrated in Figure 1 in grey as ‘General Flow on Web Interface’. This figure also illustrates the experience of the user after incorporating the designed feature augmentations subsequently detailed in Section 4.3. S3’s ideation phase produced a design whereby new features could be augmented onto three specific parts of the current the Just Eat task flow: User Profile (which is not currently part of the Just Eat ordering flow), Outlet Selection Page, and Outlet Menu Page. The positioning of these three touchpoints, the moments where a user directly interacts with a platform, in the user’s journey map (Figure 1) illustrates the sequence of the user’s step-by-step interaction with the platform through these three key points of interaction.

**User Profile.** The User Profile would be an addition to a users’ Google Account’s existing ‘Personal information’ page—attaching this to Google’s profile makes sense in the context of the features being delivered as a Google Chrome extension—and link to their Just Eat account. Here, as shown in Figure 2, the users would specify their personal requirements in relation to: dietary preferences, for example vegan; any allergens they should avoid; cultural or personal values, for example halal; foods disliked; and the ability to set consumption targets, for example limiting the number of weekly purchases for either health or financial reasons.

**Outlet Selection Page.** These are proposed modifications at the outlet selection page, which presents a list of outlets filtered by proximity to the user’s specified postcode (ZIP code). As illustrated in Figure 3, this included augmenting each outlet’s listing with: its hygiene rating; a personalised outlet recommendation metric based on the User Profile; keywords from outlet reviews and nutritional information, with both metrics having the associated ability to filter by value; and quick reviews, which would highlight keywords associated to a given outlet that were applicable to the user based on their User Profile. The page would also be augmented with goal setting feedback, to set limits and track their takeaway food consumption.

**Outlet Menu Page.** On a given outlet’s menu page, a user can choose their meal items from the menu and choose to see more details about the selected outlet. As shown in Figure 4, the proposed feature augmentations could: block items not suited to the user’s profile; provide real-time feedback on the nutritional information of a food item and suggest alternative options; and highlight pertinent reviews of the selected outlet by selecting meta-tags—similar to existing functionality for review filtering seen on websites such as TripAdvisor. The proposed feature augmentations are shown in red in the user’s journey map in Figure 1, providing an overview of the user’s augmented experience while interacting with the service platform.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 The Role of Food Ordering Platforms to Support Healthier Choices and Human-Centred Considerations

Our design of a web augmentation template for Just Eat highlights clear modifications that could be made to the platform design to support users in making healthy, personal value-led food choices. Though our insights predate the pandemic, they are timely given COVID-19 has significantly accelerated the role that online food ordering platforms play in our food purchasing routines (Shakespeare, 2020) and diets. Our design prominently positions user-desired information at critical point of decision-making in relation to food choice. For example, the provision of an outlet’s hygiene rating enables direct comparison of two or more outlets with a comparative cuisine offering. In addition to the provision of supplementary information, users could
enable filtering features that would obscure certain food choices from their view and set consumption goals, enabling them to track their progress. Such additions could potentially dampen the more instinctive and impulsive behavioural aspects of takeaway food ordering (‘Smells good, I want it’), and support more deliberate and considered thinking and food choices (‘Does it contain too much salt?’ (Evans and Stanovich, 2013)). Future implementation through web augmentation tools would be required to evaluate the value of the proposed features to Just Eat users and any behavioural impact. As the ideas originated from our user workshops and are supported by prior empirical studies on meal choice heuristics (Scheibehenne, Miesler and Todd, 2007), there is sufficient formative evidence to suggest they have the potential to constructively disrupt the established user journey on the Just Eat platform.

4.2 Pathway to impact

Food ordering platforms are regularly used by millions of people to buy meals. In 2018, Just Eat reported almost a quarter of the UK population purchasing food from the platform (Just Eat plc, 2019a; Park, 2019), and have shown a substantial upward trajectory since 2014 (Just Eat plc, 2015). Given the accepted concept of ubiquitous computing and the rise of dark kitchens (outlets that prepare food solely for food delivery services accessed through online food ordering platforms (Butler, 2017)), computers and smart devices will most likely be our primary point of food selection for takeaway food in the near future. Therefore, the earlier we understand how these platforms influence our choices the sooner we can put in place measures that are supportive of healthier behaviours and reduce the substantial costs to healthcare and the wider economy (McPherson, Marsh and Brown, 2007). Our design provocation is a first step. It makes visible (Klein, 2000) the profit-optimised system design of Just Eat’s platform, which in itself could increase agency with regards to their food choice. It provides a clear illustration that is comprehensible beyond an academic audience of what more could be done by online food ordering platforms to empower users to make healthy choices, stimulating the question “why are they not doing this?” However, as a design exercise we must suitably situate how it could lead to a population impact with regards to our dietary habits.

Public health research is concerned with population-level health and the translation of science into action. We see two pathways to potential public health impact stemming from our web augmentation template: (i) the ability to model and measure platform behaviour for the purposes of policy development, and (ii) to support advocates and media reporting to exemplify how platforms could be more human-centred. The first step along either pathway is the development of a browser extension. Browser plug-ins such as Takeaway Hygiene Ratings UK (Richard Hodgson, 2017) demonstrate that adding existing supplementary information such as hygiene rating using web augmentation is technologically viable. Other aspects, such as nutritional profiling, are currently not possible due to a lack of data provided by the platform and the outlets, however we have identified a feasible method to create objective outlet-level healthiness indicators through automated content analysis of available online menu text (Goffe et al., 2020). While browser-side augmentation is not novel, its use in public health research is. For the first proposed pathway, such tools must go beyond provision of extra functionality and be effective and GDPR-compliant data collection tools. This would convert a commercial platform into an experimental environment to understand user behaviour. Ensuring that recruitment to future studies are appropriately stratified, they would be able to evaluate different site and extension cues and functionality to identify and understand the mechanisms that promote healthier purchases across different socio-economic and demographic groups.
Researchers and policymakers would be able to trial and simulate the impact on behaviour of considered policies that targeted changes information provision such as meal calorie labelling (Department of Health and Social Care, 2018).

The second pathway using the extension would provide advocates, reporters, and action researchers, with an operational tool that shows how Just Eat, as an exemplar platform, could be used to support improved health and well-being. This could stimulate further ideas and generate similar media reports that may well have played a role in Just Eat's recent notable but low-key announcement of its decision to inconspicuously display an outlet's hygiene rating (Just Eat plc, 2019b). If either pathway is successful, this would have clear implications and applications to other digital platforms that have notable public health issues, such as gambling (Wardle et al., 2019), social media (Seabrook, Kern and Rickard, 2016), and gaming (Király et al., 2014).

4.3 Human-Centred Design Features for Online Food Ordering

Our work also highlights what the important design factors are in satisfying people’s desires for healthy eating support tools. We have identified three key human-centred design features that would empower food platform users to support their health goals: transparency, personalisation, and self-monitoring:

Transparency relates to making information available, meaningful, and easily accessible to the users. People need more food and outlet information in context to inform their ordering decisions. Just Eat's lack of transparency includes using metrics other than outlet hygiene or food healthiness to order outlet listings, hiding bad user reviews and poor hygiene ratings from users and not incentivising or supporting food outlets to present ingredient, nutrition, or allergen information (see for example the Food Safety Authority of Ireland's MenuCal (Food Safety Authority of Ireland, 2019)). This lack of transparency is ‘undermining trust in food’ (Crawford and Benjamin, 2019).

Such transparency would enable users to judge not only whether a food option is objectively good but whether it is suitable for them specifically. Personalisation features would allow users to tailor the food ordering experience to their specific values. If a user were able to select a personal nutritional meta-tag such as ‘low-fat’ which would filter out or label high fat menu items, they would be able to judge which choices would meet their health needs, a particularly useful capability for users with dietary preferences or food allergies. As well as increasing nutritional comprehension, providing a better user experience and a better meal, this could improve data literacy by allowing the user to use not just read health metrics. Enabling users to reflect more deeply on their choices from a better-informed position would enable them to adopt healthier habits, which could be supported through the introduction of self-monitoring features - the ability for the user to track and regulate platform use to avoid excessive takeaway ordering. This could be as simple as setting a monthly target limit on takeaway orders. Such an approach has already been applied in other areas such as smartphone screen time (Zimmermann, 2021) and online gambling (where it has been shown to have a lasting positive effect on well-being (Auer, Hopfgartner and Griffiths, 2020)). A human-centred platform would support these
Figure 4: Just Eat’s outlet menu page: personalising menu item listing in accordance with user's dietary preferences

4.4 Limitations and Future Work

The formative nature of this research meant that the concepts and ideals were from a limited sample size, reflecting our goals of generative engagement in the spirit of adversarial design instead of seeking generalizability. While our participants were predominately from the age group that is known to be the highest consumers of takeaway food, they did not reflect the views of all members of society who consume takeaway food (Adams et al., 2015). Further research is required to implement the proposed web augmentations presented in our study to understand which design modifications would be of value to different socio-demographic and vulnerable groups. It is also important to acknowledge the intention-behaviour gap, the discrepancy in the translation of intention to action (Sniehotta, Scholz and Schwarzer, 2005). We tried to minimise this gap through the use of both food ordering and purchasing as part of S2, but at this stage in the research it is not known whether the proposed design changes would be used in practice.

5. CONCLUSION

We created a design provocation in the form of a web augmentation template for a popular online food ordering platform informed by design workshops with potential users. It exposes design elements of Just Eat that could embrace a human-centred perspective on food ordering behaviour, e.g., identifying healthly options and regulating consumption. In this work, we have shown that it is possible to design improvements to an existing food ordering platform rather than having to create and promote a new e-commerce site. Furthermore, we detail the potential pathways to impact using web augmentation technologies to convert a commercial platform into an experimental environment to evaluate behaviour change. This highlights a new mode of delivery for public health improvement research. Interventions such as our proposed feature augmentations, can surface the existing disempowerment being enacted by platforms and model how those platforms could better support users and their ideals. If such feature augmentations are preferred by platform users, this would provide evidence that could be used by health and well-being advocates and policy makers to influence service providers towards platform design that improves user well-being.
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